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3DOERS 
www.3doers.it 

3doers is a collective 3d printing service. This project starts in Jan 2014 and aims to form a community of 

printers that will print for other people. How does the service work? A User can upload a 3d project, a printer will 

select it, and after the payment he will print it and send it to the user's home. If the user is not sure of his 

project can select the "review option" and a registered member will check and review the file. Anyone can print 

for anyone else, it does not matter where you live, the shipment cost is included in the process price. 
 

 

ACTIONS 
http://getactionsapp.com 

Actions is an app that turns the iPad into a remote for Mac and PC using a key interface and customizable that 

simplifies the execution of each task; the user sends commands directly to the tablet PC. It also makes 

possible the interaction with complex software to people with disabilities , or people less inclined to 

technological innovations. 
 

aGRISU’ 
www.a-grisu.com 

aGrisù wants to create a system for recording and exchanging environmental data related to physiological 

ones. People are the key element of the innovation process that is aimed at finding new knowledge in health 

prevention and it wants to improve the welfare of the society. 
 

 

BARRIERA CORALLINA 
www.barrieracorallinatorino.com 

Welness centre specialized in Halotherapy, with structural adjustments for the hospitality of physical and 

cognitive disabilities. 
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BIOOPS 
www.bioops.it 

Innovative startup in cleantech sector, Bioops works to reduce potable water consumption, to limit emissions 

in the atmosphere, to reduce energy consumption and, in general, to reduce the amount of waste. 
 

BRINGME 
www.jojob.it 

Bringme has as its objective the development of sustainable mobility through carpooling, encouraging car 

sharing between individuals. Bringme is the largest Italian community for carpooling, with thousands of trips 

that cover the entire national territory. In February 2014, it has been launched a company carpooling service 

with an innovative mobile application that  measures the ecological and energy savings resulting from 

carpooling. 

 

CASA JASMINA 
http://casajasmina.arduino.cc 

Casa Jasmina is a two-year pilot project in the business space of domestic electronic networking, or, “the 

Internet of Things in the Home.” Our goal is to integrate traditional Italian skills in furniture and interior design 

with emergent skills in Italian open-source electronics.The project is a showplace inside the large industrial 

building already shared by Toolbox Co-Working, Fablab Torino and Officine Arduino.  

 

CITYTELLER 
www.cityteller.it 

Cityteller is a social platform to share and to geo-localize books settings. It’s a digital tool that permits to know 

the world through the storytelling of great authors. 
 

 

ECOVIVO 
www.ecovivo.net 

A virtual meeting place where tourists and citizens, interested in protecting and respecting the environment, 

can easily get in touch with each other and with accommodation for eco- conscious organizations and issues. 
 

 

E-WAY 
www.ewayrevolution.com 

Hybrid Vehicle on three wheels which jointly uses muscle strength and an electric motor integrated in the front 

wheel. Comfortable and functional, can be closed and transported like a trolley, to be easily integrated with the 

public transportation. 
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FDM 
www.familydm.it 

A web platform to manage digital archives of families, groups and individuals. With FDM you can digitize, store 

and protect safely documents, images and multimedia data. A "digital heritage" that can be bequeathed to 

designated persons, to the community or be destroyed. 
 

 

FOODETECTOR 
www.foodetector.com 

Web platform to spread and strengthen the principle of km0 and short chain of food products. 
 

 

FUNCTIONABLE 
 

Functionable is a startup that aims to enter into the medical aids market with an innovative product: Tactee. It 

is a device for individuals, with a flexor capacity  of the compromised hand due to various diseases. This will 

help them to perform autonomously and independently simple actions of everyday life 
 

 

HOMERS 
www.homers.co 

Homers is an innovative tool to find a new home where supply meets demand. 

We transform our cities' empty properties by creatively reusing them for co-housing. 

Today's evolving family set-ups mean that everyone has different needs. We can help you find an eco-friendly 

house that matches your requirements with the benefits of shared services open to the community. 

We always ensure special care for families facing difficult times or with unique requirements. 

Through our digital platform for online communities it is easy to find people who share the same interests and 

values to build a project together. The quality of life depends on the communities in which we live in. Homers 

means better houses, better communities, better cities. 
 

 

HUMAKE.IT 
www.humake.it 

ake.it is human centered designed, experimental, collaborative and fun. It offers and delivers workshops for 

recycling ordinary materials in a hands-on, collaborative learning mode, for schools and enterprises, with the aid 

of tools and devices assembled together during the workshops. These simple tools can be easily fabricated and 

they allow to transform and recycle plastic and paper to produce objects and personal creations. They do not 

require additional energy supply, because fully man powered. 
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INCIBUS 
www.incibus.com 

Incibus is a digital platform linked to the restaurant sector that supplies specifications and techniques to 

restaurant owners and consumers regarding the allergens contained in the foods/menus proposed. An 

innovative service for people with coeliac disease and people with food intolerances and allergies.  
 

 

INNERSEE 
www.innersee.it 

Innersee introduces into the market wellness innovative products based on the use of multi-sensory 

stimulation protocols, scientifically validated, designed to arouse positive mood states, and cognitive 

performance. To cope with this objective, the team has developed a cutting edge technology platform, 

versatile, non-invasive and "human scale". The first product on which it is implemented is a platform bed 

intended for the well-being. 
 

 

JAI GURU DEVA 
www.jaigurudeva.it 

Jai Guru Deva is the first creative newtork distributed online as a web portal that allows its users and members 

to share all sorts and kinds of creative ideas. Through  the portal, users can collaborate to develop ideas, 

transform them into real digital and/or physical products and sell them via the portal’s JGD Online Store. Each 

and every Creative user’s  earnings is equivalent to the exact amount of contribution provided for the 

development of the idea.  
 

 

LASTMINUTESOTTOCASA 
www.lastminutesottocasa.it 

LastMinuteSottoCasa offer a new live-marketing formula that allows shops with a surplus of food products to 

instantly and easily inform people nearby. It's a win-win-win idea to fight food waste. The retailer wins, the 

client wins but most of all, the planet wins! 
 

 

LAYLAKI 
 

Creation and production of woman fashion collections inspired by modest fashion, which in an innovative way 

combining italian design with the need of a fair and non - flashy clothing , tied to prescriptions of particular 

religious or cultural sensitivity. 
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MAIEUTICAL LABS 
www.cloudschooling.it 

Design and development of two interactive courses , one Italian and one of the Latin language, cross-platform, 

but optimized for use on mobile devices. ALATIN ( for Latin ) and ITACA ( for Italian) courses are designed not 

only thinking about the technical characteristics of the device but especially to new educational facilities to 

the functional mode of use of the same device. 

 

 

MYVELOCE  
 

MYVELOCE the only Italian company in the field of electric bicycles to offer an electric bike with a weight 

ranging from 9.5 to 13 kg (compared to 26 kg in weight of a traditional one) fully customizable and equipped 

with innovative anti-theft devices. Italian design and style combined with the latest technology to ensure a 

perfect combination of performance and esthetics. 
 

 

NABOOMBOO 
www.naboomboo.com  

Naboomboo is an innovative multimedia platform for language exchange, it is a virtual place where you can train 

and improve your foreign languages skills sharing and discussing about your interests and favorite topics. 

Naboomboo's purpose is to help you with foreign languages, practicing and developing fluency having fun and 

without spending money. Community members have the opportunity to study new languages and to teach their 

native one. Thanks to the technology adopted (HTML5), Naboomboo does not require any other additional 

software; an internet browser and a web connection are the only requirements to be immediately be on line. 
 

 

OPOSSUM 
www.opossum-bike.com 

Opossum is a bike accessory that supports the sustainable lifestyle of environmentally conscious parents. It 

was invented and patented for rear-mounted bike seats and children age 1 - 3 to protects them from cold and 

rainy weather. Due to its smart design it can stay on the bike and is always ready to use. "Never stop riding":  

cycling 365 days a year, not only in the sunshine! 
 

 

PONYZERO EMISSIONI 
www.ponyzero.com 

PonyZero is responsible for completely ecofriendly shipping. Deliveries are in fact carried out exclusively 

through the use of bicycles and respecting the environment. Thanks to the waterproof equipment we provide a 

service under all-weather conditions. The bike-couriers are also the fastest in the city traffic and allow the 

reduction of traditional couriers’ fixed costs turning these factors into a more effective and cheaper service. 
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SHERLOCK 
www.sherlock.bike 

Sherlock is the invisible GPS anti-theft device for bicycles.It is connected to a mobile app that tracks your bike 

in real-time and enables you to precisely locate it at anytime. It is designed to be easily installed in the 

handlebars of your bicycle resulting completely invisible from the outside, so that it is hard for the thief to 

detect. 
 

 

SHIBUSE 
https://shibuse.it 

Shibuse is a web platform dedicated to sustainable eco weddings. Shibuse want to contribute to the 

development of small company operating in the sector, promote environmentally friendly products and 

facilitate the research of the products and services by the user. 
 

 

SINTOL 
www.sintol.it 

Sintol’s project aims to produce “second generation” biofuels via thermochemical treatment of plastic waste. 

Raw material will be sourced from recycling chain. 
 

 

SVINANDO 
www.svinando.com 

Svinando is the first online wine club in Italy to use a flash sales model, offering its members the finest 

quality wines at promotional prices through special offers limited in quantity and time. Svinando is currently 

available in Italy and Germany; soon elsewhere! 
 

 

TINY BULL STUDIOS 
www.tinybullstudios.com 

The APVR project (All-Purpose Virtual Reality) aims to create an infrastructure for the development of Virtual 

Reality applications. 

Among others, possible fields of application include: 

> Education (museums, virtual tours, interactive experiences for students) 

> Professional Training (virtual experiences for professional education) 

> Therapy (treatment of phobias, attention deficit, learning difficulties) 

> Entertainment (video games, immersive movies) 
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YAMGU 
www.yamgu.com 

YAMGU let you live the emotion of a place as a local.  

YAMGU is a social traveling platform, multi-language and multi-device.  

Choose your destination, use the information, create your own map and use it, online or offline. YAMGU 

optimizes your itinerary according to distances, visit lengths and weather.  

See what’s hot on social networks. Contents are always up to update. YAMGU sends you notification about 

what is going on around you in real-time. 

YAMGU creates the right engagement with local events. The mobile app provides maps, sends suggestions on 

where to eat or what to see there around, and promotes actions to live the city life. Users will discover a new 

way to visit a place and live the travelling experience. 
 

 

W-LAB 
www.w-lamp.com 

An ecosystem of intelligent design objects and customizable behaviors, highly technology, able to 

communicate with each other and with the world. Made with simple and eco-friendly materials, such as 

recycled cardboard and paper, accessible to everyone.  


